Restricted DCJ model: rearrangement problems with chromosome reincorporation.
We study three classical problems of genome rearrangement--sorting, halving, and the median problem--in a restricted double cut and join (DCJ) model. In the DCJ model, introduced by Yancopoulos et al., we can represent rearrangement events that happen in multichromosomal genomes, such as inversions, translocations, fusions, and fissions. Two DCJ operations can mimic transpositions or block interchanges by first extracting an appropriate segment of a chromosome, creating a temporary circular chromosome, and then reinserting it in its proper place. In the restricted model, we are concerned with multichromosomal linear genomes and we require that each circular excision is immediately followed by its reincorporation. Existing linear-time DCJ sorting and halving algorithms ignore this reincorporation constraint. In this article, we propose a new algorithm for the restricted sorting problem running in O(n log n) time, thus improving on the known quadratic time algorithm. We solve the restricted halving problem and give an algorithm that computes a multilinear halved genome in linear time. Finally, we show that the restricted median problem is NP-hard as conjectured.